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Document Engineering: Analyzing and Designing Documents for Business Informatics and Web ServicesMIT Press, 2005
Much of the business transacted on the Web today takes place through information exchanges made possible by using documents as interfaces. For example, what seems to be a simple purchase from an online bookstore actually involves at least three different business collaborations -- between the customer and the online catalog to select a book;...
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Linux Security CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
f you run a Linux machine, you must think about security. Consider this story told by Scott, a system administrator we know:   
In early 2001, I was asked to build two Linux servers for a client. They just wanted the machines installed and put online. I asked my boss if I should secure them, and he said no, the...
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Introducing Microsoft  ASP.NET AJAX (Pro - Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
Get an expert introduction to the new JavaScript enhancements (code-named "Atlas") for Microsoft ASP.NET 2.0. More than a basic AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML) script library, the Microsoft implementation brings object orientation to JavaScript, together with enhanced client-side and server-side controls that greatly simplify...
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Software by Numbers: Low-Risk, High-Return DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2003
Ultimately, software development is about creating value-yet, all too often, applications fail to deliver the business value customers need. This book will help you change that, by linking software development directly to value creation. You'll learn how to identify which features add value and which don't-and refocus on...
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Evaluating Impact: Evaluation and Continual Improvement for Performance Improvement ProfessionalsHRD Press, 2006

	Evaluating Impact: Evaluation and Continual Improvement for Performance Improvement Practitioners by Ingrid Guerra-LÃ³pez, Ph.D. Evaluation takes enormous time, money and resources. So, why do we go through all the trouble? Because the ultimate goal is to create positive change and that s where this practical book comes in....
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Building the Mobile Internet (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2011

	The complete guide to technologies and protocols for delivering seamless mobile Internet experiences


	 


	In Building the MobileInternet, three leading mobility architects and implementers from Cisco present complete foundational knowledge about...
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Microsoft Visio 2010: BasicAxzo Press, 2011

	Our manuals facilitate your learning by providing structured interaction with the software itself. While we provide text to explain difficult concepts, the hands-on activities are the focus of our courses. By paying close attention as your instructor leads you through these activities, you will learn the skills and concepts effectively.
...
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Adopting Elixir: From Concept to ProductionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2018

	
		Adoption is more than programming. Elixir is an exciting new language, but to successfully get your application from start to finish, you're going to need to know more than just the language. The case studies and strategies in this book will get you there. Learn the best practices for the whole life of your application, from...
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The Covid-19 Vaccine Guide: The Quest for Implementation of Safe and Effective VaccinationsSkyhorse Publishing, 2021

	What you should know about the Covid-19 vaccines from top experts in the field.

	

	As the SARS-Cov2 virus emerged and spread globally in early 2020, unprecedented international efforts began to develop and test vaccines to control the devastating pandemic. This book focuses on the remarkable progress in developing...
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PowerPoint 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Creating a good presentation is much more than just clicking a few dialog boxes and typing some text. It requires knowledge and planning-lots of it. With the PowerPoint 2007 Bible you will not only be able to build a presentation with PowerPoint, but you’ll also be able to explain why you made the choices you did, and you’ll...
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Korn Shell Programming by ExampleQue, 2001
Korn Shell Programming by Example is a straight-forward, nuts and bolts book that will become a standard in the libraries of Unix administrators everywhere because of its real-life examples, progressive style, and lack of unnecessary fluff. Based on the Korn shell, it is an essential reference for administrators on how to program their system, and...
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The Data-Driven Project Manager: A Statistical Battle Against Project ObstaclesApress, 2018

	Discover solutions to common obstacles faced by project managers. Written as a business novel, the book is highly interactive, allowing readers to participate and consider options at each stage of a project. The book is based on years of experience, both through the author's research projects as well as his teaching lectures at business...
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